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On 4 July, the European Parliament rejected the Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement 

(ACTA) in an overwhelming 478 to 39 vote with 165 abstentions. Health Action International 

(HAI) Europe welcomes this important decision.i  

Tessel Mellema, HAI Europe: “The rejection of ACTA is a clear signal to the European 
Commission from both its Parliament and EU citizens that intellectual property (IP) 

enforcement should not predominantly protect commercial rights over those of EU citizens. 

Pieced together in an undemocratic and opaque process, ACTA would have hindered 

generic competition, which is crucial for access to affordable medicines in Europe and 

developing countries.”  

Worryingly, the strong and unbalanced push for strengthening IP enforcement that people 

objected to in ACTA is part of a wider trend. As we speak, ACTA-like and even ACTA-plus 

provisions are still included in current proposals for a new EU Regulation on the scope of 

customs authorities’ power to detain products – including generic medicines – at the 

border. ii  The European Commission also systematically proposes ACTA-like IP 

enforcement measures as part of EU bilateral trade agreements, with for example Canadaiii 

and the MERCOSUR countriesiv.  

”ACTA’s rejection does not signal that the fight against over-zealous IP enforcement is over. 

It is crucial that EU citizens and the European Parliament remain vigilant and vocal about 

the real-world impact of these IP enforcement measures on generic competition and access 

to affordable life-saving generic medicines”, says Tessel Mellema. 

IP enforcement measures can strengthen the substantive rights of IP rights holdersv, and 

harm fundamental rights and freedoms. Strengthening such rights is often done under the 

pre-text of safety and public health – ACTA was for example systematically promoted by the 

Commission as necessary to combat counterfeiting. However, patent infringement and 

other types of civil trademark infringement have in principle nothing to do with trade in 

counterfeits.vi Moreover, the main public health concern lies with the quality of the 

medicines, which has nothing to do with IP enforcement, but should be addressed by better 

regulation through quality standards.vii  

Conflating counterfeits with other types of IP infringements, actually increases the risk of 

right-holders using IP enforcement measures to target legitimate generics. The lesson 

learned from the DG Competition Pharmaceutical Sector Inquiry (2009)viii is that strong IP 

enforcement provisions have in the past been abused by rights holders to delay generic 

competition and hamper innovation. These company practices have contributed to an 

unnecessary expenditure of billions of Euros for EU health systems, which had to purchase 

expensive brand medicines instead of more affordable generics. This example illustrates 

how an increase in global IP enforcement as proposed in ACTA and other EU regulations 

and trade agreements does not serve public health or EU consumers by definition.  
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Increasing IP right-holders’ enforcement capacity requires a transparent and participatory 

approach, with a clear view on the interests that the EU wishes to protect, and a 

comprehensive understanding of the impact on society. However, in recent debates 

surrounding ACTA, the Commission ignored a request by the European Parliament 

regarding an impact study on ACTA. ix  In a critical review of the EU IPR Enforcement 

Strategy in Third Countriesx and the review of the previous EU Customs Regulationxi, a 

main point of critique was that the Commission has no clear view of the potential negative 

effects of strengthening IP enforcement measures on society.  

Instead of a single-minded move for stronger IPR enforcement rules, the EU needs to 

commit to thorough assessment of the implications and possible impact of these measures, 

especially with regards to generic competition. 

 

For more information please contact Tessel Mellema, tessel@haieurope.org 
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